Supplemental Text: Dietary strategy is associated with conserved clades of gut bacteria
The gut microbiome plays a critical role in digestion and enables the host to access many dietary
nutrients. We postulated that there exist clades of gut bacteria that express traits that are associated with
mammalian nutritional strategy. For example, clades that are conserved across and unique to herbivores
may be dietary specialists and are potentially critical to an herbivore's nutritional success. To investigat e
nutritional specialization, we used ClaaTU to identify clades that are conserved across herbivores ,
carnivores, or omnivores. Doing so identified 750 clades that were significantly associated with at least one
category of host dietary strategy, 158 of which were also unique to a dietary strategy. Specifically, we
identified 364, 63, and 334 clades that were conserved among omnivores, herbivores, and carnivores ,
respectively, 21, 43, and 94 of which were also unique to the dietary category in which the clade is
conserved. Interestingly, omnivores harbor a larger number of conserved clades than herbivores and
carnivores, though the vast majority of these clades are not unique to omnivores. Indeed, of the conserved
omnivore clades, 335 occur in at least one herbivore and 76 occur in at least one carnivore, though only 8
of these are exclusive to carnivores and omnivores. These results are generally consistent with prior work
that concluded that omnivores harbor gut bacteria that are specialists to herbivorous or carnivorous diets
(1). However, unlike prior work, we also identify lineages of gut bacteria that appear to be specialists to the
omnivorous diet. This includes a clade within the genus Blautia, which is a genus present in the human gut
that was found to increase in abundance when patients consumed diverse and varied diets that include
whole grains (2), and is within the Clostridium XIVa cluster (3), which was found to associate with omnivory
(4). These conserved clades that are unique to omnivores may express traits that make them apt at growing
on the diverse nutrient resources consumed by omnivores. This could be an important trait for their hosts,
as the efficient digestion of food requires gut microbial metabolism and changing diets results in lag in the
growth of bacteria that can metabolize the substrate (5). Turnbaugh}. Consequently, dietary generalist gut
microbes may help omnivores efficiently extract nutrients from their varied diet. In contrast, we identified
relatively few conserved clades among the herbivores, though most of them were unique to herbivores .
This may indicate that herbivory is not associated with frequent gut microbe specialization, possibly
because omnivores frequently consume similar diets and thus select for similar microbial traits, or that
convergent evolution and functional redundancy among gut bacteria obscures the detection of such
specialization. However, those gut bacteria that are strongly associated with herbivory tend to be exclusive
to herbivores, indicating that there are herbivore-specific properties that drive the conservation of these
clades. Finally, carnivores harbor the largest number of conserved and unique clades of gut bacteria, even
if omnivores are treated as herbivores for the purpose of considering clade uniqueness, indicating that
dietary specialization has occurred relatively frequently among the gut bacteria that associate with
carnivores. We note that dietary strategy may be confounded with the transit time of the bolus through the
gastrointestinal tract and consequently some of the associations with dietary strategy could instead be
associated with the amount of time that the gut bacteria have to grow on the nutrients available in the bolus.
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